
Crafting with Crayons
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS       FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free

There’s more to this 
classic kid staple than
meets the eye. We’ll walk 
you through some of our 
favorite (unexpected) 
project ideas.
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THAT’S THE WAX
There’s crayon power behind these banner-ready flowers. To 
make some, sandwich a thin layer of crayon shavings between 
two pieces of waxed paper. Then place it all between a pair of 
paper towels, and iron. When the wax has cooled, you can cut 
the paper into any shape you want.

WAND ME UP
Got a fairy princess who loves to color? You can magic up her day by making crayon wands—

with drinking straws. Cover one end of each straw with tape, and then bundle the straws 
together with a rubber band so they’ll stand up. Place the bundle in a glass jar, and pipe

melted crayons (see Any Mold Thing for technique) into each straw. Then let the wax cool,
and use a craft knife to split each straw and reveal the completed wands.
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FELT SO MELT
Nothing melts an artist’s heart like a blank 
canvas—whether it’s the traditional kind 
or an oversized paper-mache ampersand.
To pull off splashy freestyle designs like 
these, use an embossing heat tool (Paper-
crafting Department) to melt the crayons 
as you apply the color.



MADE FROM SCRATCH
Want to pull off some wall-worthy scratch art? Do it on a 
canvas-textured artist panel. Here’s how: 

ANY MOLD THING
Try turning crayons into chunky shapes 
that are just the right size for little 
hands. Just place the unwrapped 
crayons in a heat-safe bag (found near 
the candle-making supplies), and put 
the bag in boiling water. When the 
crayons are melted, cut off a corner 
of the bag and pipe the wax into a 
silicone mold. Tip: To use cookie 
cutters, place cutter on waxed paper 
and squeeze hot glue around outer 
edge to seal.

1.   Color the entire surface of the panel—whatever colors you like.
2.   Apply a coat of decoupage medium, and let it dry completely.
3.   Color over the top of the decoupage medium with a black crayon.
4.   Use a toothpick (or something similar) to scratch off areas of black, 
       letting the color peek through.
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‘ROUND HERE
Send your little one to homeroom 

with this sweet gift for teacher, and 
you’ll color the whole class happy.

Here’s how to make it:

SUPPLIES: 
• Crayons
• Embroidery hoops (8” and 12”)
• Craft glue
• Embellishments

Add the embellishments of your choice. We 
personalized our wreath with a mini chalkboard, 
little wooden letters, two kinds of ribbon—and 
some happy red rickrack for hanging.

Separate hoops—you’ll use the outer ring 
(with the screw) of the largest hoop and the 
inner ring of the smaller hoop. Position hoops 
as shown, and then adhere crayons.

1. 2.
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TOTALLY TEE
Munchkin, meet your custom-
designed tee! Check out this tutorial, 
and help your kiddo make a fashion 
statement, à la crayon.

Use crayons to draw on the sandpaper, pressing hard. 
Note: Remember that your design should be a mirror 
image of what you want to appear on the tee—so 
write any lettering backwards.

1. Place a paper towel over the design, and iron on high 
heat (no steam). When the image is transferred, re-
move the sandpaper and place a paper towel directly 
over the design. Iron again to set the color.

2.

DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.
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